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					<header>
						<h1>The Truth About Biocides in Diesel Fuel</h1>					</header>

					<div>
						
<p>Fuel quality is of utmost importance for the efficient performance and longevity of equipment. To address fuel contamination issues, biocides have been commonly used in fuel management.</p>



<p>However, it’s essential to understand the disadvantages and limitations associated with biocides. In this article, we will explore the drawbacks of using biocides and introduce a superior alternative known in the fuel management industry as fuel polishing.</p>



<h2 class="wp-block-heading"><strong>What are Biocides?</strong></h2>



<p>Biocides are used in a myriad of applications across the world. From food preservatives to hospital-grade disinfectants, biocide products “<a href="https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A31998L0008">are those that are intended to destroy, render harmless, prevent the action of, or otherwise exert a controlling effect on any harmful organism by chemical or biological means.</a>”</p>



<p>Biocides are often used in fuel tank applications to kill and prevent the proliferation of harmful fungi, microbes, and yeasts within the fuel.</p>



<p>In fact, even the <a href="https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyNET.exe/30004BIB.txt?ZyActionD=ZyDocument&amp;Client=EPA&amp;Index=1986%20Thru%201990&amp;Docs=&amp;Query=%28biocides%29%20OR%20FNAME%3D%2230004BIB.txt%22%20AND%20FNAME%3D%2230004BIB.txt%22&amp;Time=&amp;EndTime=&amp;SearchMethod=1&amp;TocRestrict=n&amp;Toc=&amp;TocEntry=&amp;QField=&amp;QFieldYear=&amp;QFieldMonth=&amp;QFieldDay=&amp;UseQField=&amp;IntQFieldOp=0&amp;ExtQFieldOp=0&amp;XmlQuery=&amp;File=D%3A%5CZYFILES%5CINDEX%20DATA%5C86THRU90%5CTXT%5C00000001%5C30004BIB.txt&amp;User=ANONYMOUS&amp;Password=anonymous&amp;SortMethod=h%7C-&amp;MaximumDocuments=1&amp;FuzzyDegree=0&amp;ImageQuality=r75g8/r75g8/x150y150g16/i425&amp;Display=hpfr&amp;DefSeekPage=x&amp;SearchBack=ZyActionL&amp;Back=ZyActionS&amp;BackDesc=Results%20page&amp;MaximumPages=1&amp;ZyEntry=2&amp;SeekPage=f">EPA recommends the use of biocides</a> in underground storage tanks (USTs). </p>



<p>Although biocides serve their purpose when used within the proper application, there are several reasons why biocides are not always the best option when it comes to proper fuel management.</p>



<h2 class="wp-block-heading"><strong>Biocide Safety and Health Concerns</strong></h2>



<p><a href="https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/2449852/">Biocides may pose risks</a> to both human health and the environment. Exposure to biocides can result in severe skin irritation, burns, allergic reactions, liver damage, and serious eye irritation and damage. </p>



<p>According to PAN Germany, <a href="http://www.pan-germany.org/download/biocides/biocides_risks_and_alternatives.pdf">biocides can often contain substances of concern with allergic, ecotoxic, carcinogenic, developmental neurotoxic or endocrine-disrupting properties.</a></p>



<p>For these reasons, it is crucial that biocides are handled and used by trained professionals who understand the associated risks.</p>



<h2 class="wp-block-heading"><strong>Environmental Concerns with Biocides</strong></h2>



<p>Not only are biocides toxic to humans, they also pose an environmental risk.</p>



<p>Microbiocides, such as the ones used in many common fuel biocides, have been shown by the EPA to be <a href="https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/4-_2-Nitrobutyl_morpholine#section=EPA-Ecotoxicity">toxic to aquatic life</a>, including fish and ducks. </p>



<p>If a fuel tank leaks, it can cause harm to the surrounding environment. However, the negative effects would be further amplified if the fuel had been treated with biocides. The potential environmental impact calls for a more sustainable approach to fuel management.</p>



<h2 class="wp-block-heading"><strong>The Limitations of Biocides in Fuel Contamination Removal</strong></h2>



<p>One significant drawback of biocides is their inability to remove contaminants and organic matter from the fuel itself. While biocides can effectively target microbial growth, they leave behind <a href="https://axi-international.com/clogged-fuel-filters-stop-treating-the-symptom-and-treat-the-cause/">contaminants that can clog filters</a> and impact fuel performance.</p>
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<p>This frequent clogging leads to increased maintenance and operational costs, as well as potential equipment malfunctions.</p>



<p>The main issue with biocides is that they only temporarily treat a symptom of the overall problem.</p>



<p>In a tank, where there is sludge and microbial contamination, there is water. The mere presence of <a href="https://axi-international.com/addressing-algae-in-diesel-fuel/">water in fuel creates a breeding ground for harmful contaminants</a>. </p>



<p>Microbes live in water and feed off of fuel. This microbial growth creates its own layer of sludge (commonly thought of as algae) in your tank.</p>



<p>Unfortunately, it takes the presence of only one spore or microbe to cause a problem, as these microbes reproduce asexually at a rapid rate.</p>



<p>Not only does the presence of water in a tank create a breeding ground for contaminants, water <a href="https://axi-international.com/the-effects-of-diesel-fuel-contamination/">contamination can also cause other problems</a> such as tank and fuel system corrosion as well as injector damage.</p>



<p>Treating a tank with biocide may kill the microbial contamination and temporarily stop the proliferation of sludge. However, once it is treated, dead or alive, your fuel tank will still contain sludge.</p>



<p>Beyond this, using excessive biocides in fuel treatment dilutes the fuel with an increased amount of non-petroleum foreign contaminants.</p>



<p>Instead of solely treating a fuel tank with biocide, fuel site managers should consider actively filtering out the sludge and contamination to completely remove it from the storage tanks.</p>



<h2 class="wp-block-heading"><strong>Risk of Resistance with Biocides</strong></h2>



<p>Frequent use of biocides in a fuel tank may cause the bacteria and <a href="https://copublications.greenfacts.org/en/biocides-antibiotic-resistance/index.htm">microorganisms within the tank to build up a resistance</a>. </p>
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<p>This occurrence happens within the fuel industry and many other industries that use biocides including food manufacturing, cosmetics, and other consumer products.</p>



<p>Just as some bacteria that infects humans and animals are developing a resistance to antibiotics, microbes found within the tank ecosystem are following suit. This means that repeated use of a biocide in a tank may eventually become ineffective.</p>



<h2 class="wp-block-heading"><strong>Fuel Polishing: A Better Option for Fuel Management</strong></h2>



<p>Fuel polishing equipment offers a superior alternative to biocides, addressing their limitations and providing comprehensive contamination removal. By physically removing contaminants, water, and organic matters from fuel, <a href="https://axi-international.com/fuel-polishing-explained/">fuel polishing ensures higher fuel quality</a>. </p>



<p>Because of this, there are a few key factors why fuel polishing is the preferred option for effective fuel management today.</p>



<ol type="1" start="1">
<li>Fuel polishing tackles the root causes of fuel contamination, going beyond symptom treatment.</li>
</ol>



<p>By eliminating contaminants, water, sediments, and organic matter that accumulate in storage tanks, fuel polishing prevents blockages, injector foiling, and fuel system corrosion. This approach enhances equipment performance and reduces maintenance costs.</p>



<ol type="1" start="2">
<li>Fuel polishing focuses on achieving and maintaining optimal fuel quality.</li>
</ol>



<p>By removing impurities and organic matter, fuel polishing ensures cleaner and more stable fuel. This improves combustion efficiency, reduces emissions, and ensures reliable equipment operation. Higher fuel quality translates to smoother running engines, increased fuel efficiency, and extended equipment lifespan.</p>



<ol type="1" start="3">
<li>Unlike biocides that only target microbial growth, fuel polishing eliminates contaminants that heavily contribute to filter clogging.</li>
</ol>



<p>By proactively removing impurities before they reach the filters, fuel polishing ensures uninterrupted flow. This saves time, money, and minimizes operational disruptions.</p>



<ol type="1" start="4">
<li>By incorporating fuel polishing into your fuel management strategy, you protect your equipment investment.</li>
</ol>



<p>Fuel contamination can damage equipment and lead to premature failure. Continuous removal of harmful contaminants, water, and sediments reduces the risk of corrosion, component wear, and engine damage. This extends equipment lifespan, reduces repair costs, and enhances overall reliability.</p>



<p>Considering the points above, it is clear the advantages of fuel polishing far surpasses the limitations of biocides in fuel management. Fuel polishing offers comprehensive contamination removal, ensures optimal fuel quality, prevents filter clogging, and extends equipment lifespan.</p>



<p>AXI International is a <a href="https://constructiondigital.com/company-reports/shifting-focus-axi-international-moves-intelligent-fuel-management-consultancy">globally-recognized leader in fuel management solutions</a>, and offers a vast product line of <a href="https://axi-international.com/fuel-filtration-systems/">fuel polishing equipment</a> that can meet the unique demands of any fuel storage tank. </p>



<h2 class="wp-block-heading"><strong>The Importance of Fuel Quality</strong></h2>



<p>Fuel quality plays a critical role in the performance, efficiency, and longevity of equipment and machinery.</p>



<p>Whether it’s generators, vehicles, or industrial machinery, relying on clean and high-quality fuel is essential for optimal operation. Because of this, fuel site managers routinely <a href="https://axi-international.com/diesel-fuel-testing-for-cleanliness-or-contamination/">test the quality of stored fuel to ensure that the fuel meets the operational standards</a> of their application.</p>



<p>Fuel stability is crucial, particularly for stored fuel. Over time, fuel can degrade due to oxidation and the presence of contaminants. This degradation can result in the formation of sludge, fuel stratification, and the growth of harmful microorganisms.</p>



<p>By preserving fuel quality through proper fuel management techniques such as fuel polishing, you can <a href="https://axi-international.com/the-shelf-life-of-fuel-how-long-can-gasoline-and-diesel-be-stored/">maintain fuel stability</a>, preventing fuel degradation and associated problems.</p>



<p>Fuel quality directly impacts combustion efficiency and emissions. Contaminated fuel can lead to incomplete combustion, resulting in reduced power output, increased fuel consumption, and higher emissions of harmful pollutants.</p>



<p>By ensuring clean and quality fuel, you can optimize combustion efficiency, reduce emissions, and <a href="https://www.epa.gov/laws-regulations/regulations">comply with environmental regulations</a>. </p>



<p>Maintaining high quality fuel is paramount for equipment performance and reliability. While biocides have been commonly used in fuel management, they come with significant limitations.</p>



<p>Biocides cannot remove contaminants and organic matter from fuel, leading to frequent filter clogging and potential equipment issues.</p>



<p>Instead, adopting fuel polishing as an alternative provides a comprehensive solution for fuel contamination, ensuring optimal fuel quality and maximizing the performance of your equipment.</p>



<p>Prioritizing fuel quality is a smart investment that yields long-term benefits in terms of operational efficiency, cost savings, and environmental sustainability.</p>
					</div>
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<h2 class="wp-block-heading">It's All About The Flow</h2>



<p>The precise measurement of fuel flow and other fuel characteristics are vital across numerous industries. </p>



<p>Whether it’s for propelling heavy equipment, generating electricity, or powering industrial processes, effective <a href="https://simpleflying.com/fuel-management-importance-pilots-perspective/">fuel management ensures safety</a>, efficiency, and the smooth functioning of mechanical equipment such as engines, generators, or other heavy equipment.&nbsp;</p>



<p>In this article, we will explore the importance of fuel metering and monitoring in several key industries, including transportation, energy, and manufacturing, and discuss the benefits of measuring other various fuel characteristics as well.&nbsp;</p>
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<p></p>



<h2 class="wp-block-heading">Where are Fuel Metering Systems Used?</h2>



<p>Fuel metering systems are commonly used in automobiles, airplanes, and ships to ensure that the engines receive the optimal amount of fuel for a given operating condition. </p>



<p>This is important not only for achieving maximum fuel efficiency and quantifying emissions but also for maximizing engine performance and reliability.&nbsp;&nbsp;</p>
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<p>In the aviation industry, for example, <a href="https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED092693.pdf">fuel metering systems</a> are used to precisely control the amount of fuel delivered to the engine at various stages of flight. This is critical for achieving optimal engine performance and ensuring safe operation of the aircraft.&nbsp;&nbsp;</p>



<p>In power plants that burn fossil fuels, fuel metering systems help to ensure that the correct amount of fuel is delivered to the combustion chamber to generate the desired amount of energy. This not only improves efficiency but also reduces emissions, as excess fuel can lead to incomplete combustion and the release of harmful pollutants.&nbsp;</p>



<p>In the manufacturing industry, the same metering technologies are used to measure the flow-rate of different liquids in various industrial processes. </p>



<p>For example, in the chemical industry, metering systems are used to measure and control the flow of chemicals, ensuring that the facility operations are efficient and safe. </p>
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<p>In the farming and food processing industries, metering systems are used to control the flow of liquids such as water or milk. This is done during various cooking and baking processes to ensure consistent quality and reduce facility waste.&nbsp;</p>



<p>Fuel metering is also important in industrial heating systems, such as those used in foundries or metallurgical processes. In these applications, fuel metering systems help to control the flow of fuel to the heating elements, ensuring that the temperature is maintained within a safe and efficient range.&nbsp;</p>



<h2 class="wp-block-heading">Net Fuel Consumption Monitoring</h2>



<p>Fuel consumption monitoring refers to the process of measuring and tracking the amount of fuel consumed by a vehicle, machine, or equipment over a specific period of time. </p>



<p>This monitoring is typically done using sensors, meters, or electronic devices that record the amount of fuel used during operation.&nbsp;</p>



<p><a href="https://cfpub.epa.gov/adi/index.cfm?fuseaction=home.dsp_show_file_contents&amp;CFID=126202368&amp;CFTOKEN=68883468&amp;id=9300003">Fuel consumption monitoring is crucial</a> for several reasons, especially in applications where these backup power systems play a crucial role, such as data centers, hospitals, and other essential facilities.&nbsp;</p>



<p><a href="https://axi-international.com/nfcs-025/">Fuel consumption monitoring systems</a> serve several important purposes:</p>



<ul>
<li>Efficiency Tracking: It helps businesses and individuals track their fuel usage to identify patterns and trends, enabling them to optimize fuel efficiency and reduce costs.</li>



<li>Performance Evaluation: Monitoring fuel consumption can provide insights into the performance of engines or systems. Consistent increases in fuel usage may indicate potential issues that need attention.</li>



<li>Environmental Impact Assessment: By keeping track of fuel consumption, individuals and organizations can assess their environmental impact and identify opportunities to reduce carbon emissions.</li>



<li>Preventative Maintenance: Monitoring fuel consumption can help anticipate maintenance needs by flagging any unusual changes in the fuel usage that may indicate underlying problems.</li>



<li>Cost Management: Understanding fuel consumption patterns allows for better budgeting and cost management, especially in industries heavily reliant on fuel, such as transportation and logistics.</li>
</ul>



<h2 class="wp-block-heading">You Can't Improve What You Don't Measure</h2>



<p>One of the greatest operational benefits of fuel metering systems is the ability to measure equipment performance and efficiency. The active monitoring of net fuel consumption allows facility managers to have real quantified insight into the health of mechanical operations.&nbsp;This is why it is ultimately <a href="https://envirotecmagazine.com/2023/01/15/sponsored-content-flow-meter-accuracy-is-critical-to-biofuel-production/">important for flow meters to be accurate</a> in their measurements.</p>



<p>This active monitoring/measuring is done automatically by the fuel monitoring system using meters that record the characteristics of fuel being sent to the engine(s) and then comparing that to the characteristics of the returned fuel.&nbsp;</p>



<p>By measuring the differential in values between these measuring points, the system is able to accurately calculate the net fuel consumption of the engine.&nbsp;</p>



<p>Fuel consumption monitoring systems are also used to help monitor engine performance. Thus when the consumption differential reaches irregular levels then it can signal the need for engine or equipment maintenance.&nbsp;&nbsp;</p>
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<p>These fuel insights not only help equipment managers to better predict engine maintenance, but they also give them the critical data needed to optimize the cyclic operation of the equipment to prevent unnecessary downtime.&nbsp;&nbsp;</p>



<p>Overall, fuel consumption monitoring is a valuable tool for optimizing operations, promoting sustainability, and ensuring efficient resource management.&nbsp;By optimizing fuel consumption, reducing emissions, and improving process efficiency, fuel consumption monitoring can help to reduce costs, improve safety, and promote sustainable development.&nbsp;&nbsp;</p>



<p>The ability to measure and control the flow of fuel is essential in many industrial and economic processes. Within many industries, fuel metering and monitoring systems help to ensure efficient and safe operation of various equipment and systems.&nbsp;</p>



<p>As such, continued investment in fuel metering technology and research is critical for the success of many industries and the overall health of our economy and environment.&nbsp;</p>
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<p>If you're someone who likes to keep a backup supply of gasoline or diesel fuel on hand, or you work in an industry that requires large quantities of fuel storage, you may be wondering how long you can safely store petroleum fuel. The answer depends on several factors, including the type of fuel, storage conditions, and the presence of additives or stabilizers.</p>



<h2 class="wp-block-heading">How Long Does Fuel Really Last?</h2>



<p>In general, gasoline and diesel can be stored for 6 months to 1 year without significant degradation if they are stored in a clean, sealed, and dry container or tank, away from sunlight, heat, and sources of ignition. However, <a href="https://axi-international.com/the-effects-of-diesel-fuel-contamination/">fuel that is exposed to oxygen, moisture, or contaminants can deteriorate</a> more quickly, resulting in reduced quality, lower octane rating, and increased levels of sediments or sludge.</p>



<p>To extend the shelf life of petroleum fuel, manufacturers often add chemical stabilizers to prevent oxidation and <a href="https://axi-international.com/addressing-algae-in-diesel-fuel/">microbial growth</a>. These additives can help the fuel remain stable in storage, as long as the fuel is kept in proper conditions.</p>



<p>It's important to note that prolonged storage of gasoline and diesel fuel is not recommended, as it can lead to the formation of harmful varnish, gum, or solids that can <a href="https://axi-international.com/clogged-fuel-filters-stop-treating-the-symptom-and-treat-the-cause/">clog fuel lines, filters, and injectors</a>. To ensure the fuel you have stored is still usable, you should <a href="https://axi-international.com/diesel-fuel-testing-for-cleanliness-or-contamination/">periodically test for contamination</a> and check the fuel for signs of deterioration, such as changes in color, odor, or sediment levels. If you suspect your stored fuel has gone bad, it's best to dispose of it properly and replace it with fresh fuel.</p>
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<p></p>



<h2 class="wp-block-heading">What is Fuel Degradation?</h2>



<p>Fuel degradation is a natural process that occurs when petroleum-based fuels are exposed to environmental factors such as heat, light, oxygen, moisture, and microbial activity. This process causes a breakdown of the chemical composition of the fuel and can lead to changes in its physical and chemical properties, which can affect its performance and usability.</p>



<p>The extent and speed of fuel degradation depend on several factors, including the type of fuel, storage conditions, and the presence of stabilizers or contaminants. Common forms of fuel degradation include oxidation, hydrolysis, and microbial growth, all of which can have negative impacts on the fuel.</p>



<p>Oxidation occurs when fuel is exposed to oxygen, causing the hydrocarbons in the fuel to break down and form gum and varnish deposits. These deposits can clog fuel lines, injectors, and filters, reducing the fuel's quality and performance.</p>



<p>Hydrolysis is caused by exposure to moisture, which reacts with the hydrocarbons in the fuel to create acidic compounds. These compounds can corrode fuel system components and degrade the fuel's quality.</p>



<p>Microbial growth occurs when fuel is exposed to moisture, providing a breeding ground for microorganisms such as bacteria and fungi. These microorganisms can cause the fuel to break down, resulting in slime and sediment formation.</p>
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<p>Fuel degradation can lead to reduced fuel quality, lower octane ratings, and decreased engine and equipment performance. To minimize fuel degradation, it's important to store fuel in clean, dry, and sealed containers or tanks, away from direct sunlight, heat, and sources of ignition. The use of fuel stabilizers or periodic fuel system maintenance can help prevent or slow down the degradation process.</p>



<p>If you're concerned about fuel degradation, it's important to monitor your stored fuel regularly for signs of deterioration, including changes in color, odor, and sediment levels. If you suspect your fuel has degraded, dispose of it properly and replace it with fresh fuel.</p>



<p>By storing fuel correctly, using fuel stabilizers, and performing periodic fuel system maintenance, you can help prevent or slow down the degradation process and maintain the quality and performance of your fuel.</p>



<h2 class="wp-block-heading">Laws, Rules, and Regulations</h2>



<p>Laws and regulations around fuel storage can vary depending on the jurisdiction, but they're designed to protect public health, safety, and the environment. In the United States, federal, state, and local authorities have established rules and standards for storing, handling, and transporting fuels.</p>



<p>One of the key federal regulatory bodies related to fuel storage is the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), which has established the <a href="https://www.epa.gov/oil-spills-prevention-and-preparedness-regulations/overview-spill-prevention-control-and">Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure</a> (SPCC) rule. This rule requires facilities to develop and implement a spill prevention plan to prevent oil spills and to have appropriate response procedures in place.</p>



<p>The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) is another federal agency that has established several <a href="https://www.osha.gov/laws-regs/regulations/standardnumber/1917/1917.156#:~:text=Fuel%20storage.&amp;text=Stored%20fuel%20containers%20shall%20be,excessive%20temperatures%20and%20physical%20damage.&amp;text=Containers%20shall%20not%20be%20stored,used%20or%20intended%20for%20egress.&amp;text=Outlet%20valves%20of%20containers%20in%20storage%20or%20transport%20shall%20be%20closed.">standards related to fuel storage</a>, including regulations on hazardous materials, flammable liquids, and compressed gases. These standards require employers to follow specific requirements for handling, storage, and use of fuels to ensure employee safety.</p>



<p>The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) has also developed several codes and standards related to fuel storage. One example is <a href="https://www.nfpa.org/codes-and-standards/all-codes-and-standards/list-of-codes-and-standards/detail?code=30">NFPA 30: Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code</a>, which provides requirements for the storage, handling, and use of fuels.</p>



<p>In addition to federal regulations, many states have additional requirements related to fuel storage and handling. For example, California has established <a href="https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/ust/">regulations under the Underground Storage Tank (UST) Program</a>, which require owners and operators of USTs to register their tanks, follow specific leak prevention measures, and maintain financial responsibility for any releases from their tanks.</p>



<p>It's important to note that regulations can change over time, and the specific laws and regulations around fuel storage can vary depending on the jurisdiction. Therefore, it's important to consult with local authorities or regulatory agencies for the most up-to-date information.</p>



<p>If you're planning to store fuel, it's essential to follow all applicable regulations to prevent accidents, protect the environment, and avoid potential fines or penalties. By staying informed about the latest regulations and guidelines, you can ensure that your fuel storage and handling practices are in compliance with applicable laws.</p>



<h2 class="wp-block-heading">Fuel Polishing</h2>



<p><a href="https://axi-international.com/fuel-polishing-explained/">Fuel polishing is an essential process</a> for maintaining the quality of stored fuel, such as gasoline or diesel, and ensuring that it stays fresh over time. With fuel polishing, you can remove impurities and contaminants that can accumulate in stored fuel, improve fuel efficiency, and extend the lifespan of fuel storage tanks and equipment.</p>



<h2 class="wp-block-heading">How Does Fuel Polishing Work?</h2>



<p>Over time, stored fuel can accumulate contaminants such as water, dirt, and microbial growth, which can clog filters, corrode tanks, and cause engine failure or result in downtime.</p>



<p>With fuel polishing, fuel is transferred from the storage tank where it passes through a filtration system. </p>
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<p>The filtration process typically involves several steps, including:</p>



<ul>
<li>Fuel is extracted from the tank and ran through a polishing system</li>



<li>Fuel is then filtered through a series of filters with different micron ratings to remove progressively smaller particles</li>



<li>Additives are often added to the fuel to prevent microbial growth</li>



<li>Fuel is tested to ensure it meets fuel quality standards</li>
</ul>



<p>Fuel polishing can be performed manually or using automated equipment, depending on the size and complexity of the fuel storage system. In either case, it is important to <a href="https://axi-international.com/selecting-the-right-filtration-solution-for-your-fuel-tank/">select the right filtration solution</a> for your fuel storage systems and follow proper safety procedures and regulations to ensure that the fuel is handled safely.</p>



<p>By following proper fuel storage and maintenance procedures, including regular fuel polishing, you can ensure that your stored fuel is ready for use when you need it, and prevent costly repairs and downtime caused by engine failure or performance issues.</p>
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<h2 class="wp-block-heading">What Do Building Automation Systems Do?</h2>



<p>The world is becoming increasingly interconnected thanks to the internet of things and rapidly-growing automation technology.</p>



<p>This is no different when it comes to buildings, which can now be automated to create a more efficient, comfortable, and safe environment.</p>



<p>Building automation systems, also known as building management systems, are a critical aspect of modern building design and operation. These systems are designed to automate and control various aspects of a building’s operations, including heating and cooling, lighting, security, product manufacturing, and more.</p>
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<p>One of the key benefits of building automation systems is their ability to improve energy efficiency.</p>



<p>By automating the control of heating, cooling, and lighting systems, buildings can reduce their energy consumption and save money on utility bills. Through using economically viable and commercially available technologies, the <a href="https://www.achrnews.com/articles/146159-smaller-buildings-can-benefit-from-building-automation-systems">energy footprint of facilities can be reduced using significantly</a>.   </p>



<p>These systems are designed to make life easier by automating basic tasks such as turning off lights when no one is in a room or adjusting temperature based on occupancy. </p>



<p>For example, a building automation system may be able to automatically adjust the temperature of a building based on occupancy levels or the time of day, ensuring that the building is not heated or cooled unnecessarily.</p>



<p>Another important benefit of these systems is their ability to improve the comfort and safety of building occupants. </p>



<p>They are also used to control the lighting levels in a building, ensuring that they are always at an appropriate level for the time of day and utility of the space. </p>



<p>Additionally, building automation systems can be used to monitor security systems and alert building occupants and authorities in the event of an emergency.</p>



<p>Emergency standby power systems are also integrated within the building automation system, automatically transferring power to backup systems in the event of an emergency.</p>



<h2 class="wp-block-heading">Components of a Building Automation System</h2>



<p>Building automation systems consists of controllers, sensors, actuators, and communication protocols that enable the system to interact with the different systems in the building. </p>



<p>The controllers are responsible for monitoring the different systems and managing their operation, and can be programmed to respond to certain conditions or commands. The sensors are used to measure various conditions in the building, such as temperature, humidity, pressure, and monitor other key metrics. The actuators are used to activate the different systems, such as HVAC, lighting, security systems, and more. Finally, the communication protocols enable the systems within the facility to communicate with each other and control their operation. </p>



<p>A modern building automation system will offer continuous monitoring, data collection, and analysis. The most advanced building automation systems will leverage machine learning algorithms to optimize a facility's operational efficiency.</p>



<p>Various equipment used in modern facilities can also integrate into the overall building management systems. These will report important data points to the system allowing the user to monitor many pieces of different equipment from a centralized dashboard where they can oversee the performance of all monitored equipment within the facility.&nbsp;</p>
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<p>There are several different types of building management systems available, each of which is designed to control a specific aspect of a building’s operations. Some of the most common types of building automation systems include:</p>



<ul>
<li>HVAC (heating, ventilation, and air conditioning) systems: These systems are used to control the temperature and air quality within a building.</li>



<li>Lighting control systems: These systems are used to control the lighting levels in a building, including the brightness and color of the lights.</li>



<li>Security systems: These systems are used to monitor and control access to a building, as well as to alert building occupants and authorities in the event of an emergency.</li>



<li>Fire safety systems: These systems are used to monitor and control the fire safety systems in a building, including fire alarms and sprinkler systems.</li>



<li>Emergency and Standby Power Systems: These systems are able to monitor for lapses in the power supply and automate power transfer to backup systems, reducing facility downtime and keeping critical equipment and services online.</li>
</ul>



<p>There are a variety of communication protocols that are used in building automation to facilitate communication between different devices and systems. </p>
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<h2 class="wp-block-heading">Building Automation Systems Communication Protocols</h2>



<p>One of the most widely used protocols in building automation is BACnet (Building Automation and Control Network). BACnet is an open standard protocol that was developed by the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) and the International Organization for Standardization (ISO).</p>



<p>It is designed to allow different building automation systems to communicate with one another seamlessly, regardless of the manufacturer.</p>



<p>Another commonly used protocol in building automation is Modbus. Modbus is an open and simple protocol that is used to communicate with various types of devices, including controllers, sensors, and actuators. It was first developed in 1979 and is widely used in a variety of industrial applications, including building automation.</p>



<p>A third protocol that is commonly used in building automation is Zigbee. Zigbee is a wireless protocol that is based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. It is designed for low-power, low-data rate applications, such as monitoring and controlling lighting, HVAC, and other systems within a building. Zigbee is an open standard that is supported by a number of different manufacturers, and is often used in smaller buildings and facilities.</p>



<p>KNX is a standard protocol for building control systems that is developed and maintained by the KNX Association. It is an open standard, and is used for lighting, shading, HVAC, access control, and other building automation applications.</p>



<p>Lastly, one protocol that is gaining in popularity in building automation is MQTT (Message Queue Telemetry Transport). MQTT is a lightweight, publish-subscribe protocol that is designed for use in low-bandwidth, high-latency networks. MQTT is often used in combination with other protocols, such as BACnet, to provide additional functionality.</p>



<h2 class="wp-block-heading">How Automation Systems Improve Building Safety and Efficiency</h2>



<p>Facilities that benefit from the use of building management and automation systems include hospitals, data centers, municipality and government buildings, and many more.&nbsp;</p>



<p>One of the main benefits of a building management control system is its ability to optimize the operation of building systems to save energy and reduce operating costs.</p>
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<p>This can lead to significant energy savings, especially in buildings that are unoccupied for long periods of time, such as schools and office buildings.</p>



<p>In addition to energy savings, building management systems can also improve the comfort of building occupants.</p>



<p>For example, an automation system can be programmed to maintain a consistent temperature and humidity level in a building, which can help to reduce the risk of illness and increase productivity.&nbsp;</p>



<p>These systems can also improve the safety of a building by monitoring various systems and alert facility management of any potential issues.</p>



<p>For example, an automation system can detect system malfunctions and alert maintenance staff to address the problem before it becomes a larger issue.</p>



<h2 class="wp-block-heading">The Future of Smart Buildings and Automation Systems</h2>



<p>The future of building automation systems is bright. As technology becomes more advanced, building automation systems will become more sophisticated and capable of providing a range of different benefits.</p>



<p>Guidehouse Insights estimate the <a href="https://finance.yahoo.com/news/guidehouse-insights-estimates-global-market-101500410.html">global market for building automation and controls</a> to grow to over $48 billion by 2031.</p>



<p>Overall, building management control systems can provide numerous benefits to industries by helping to reduce operating costs, improve comfort and safety, and increase the efficiency of building systems. </p>



<p>These systems are an important tool for building managers and facility managers to ensure the smooth and efficient operation of their buildings.</p>



<p>As these technologies grow, <a href="https://www.facilitiesnet.com/buildingautomation/article/The-Future-of-Building-Automation-Expected-to-Bring-Better-Accessibility--19502">automation accessibility will follow suit</a> as more consumer retail and residential buildings will use automation to increase both ease of life and efficiency.  </p>
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<p>The integration of building automation systems with other technologies, such as the Internet of Things (IoT) and smart building systems, can further enhance the capabilities of these systems.</p>



<p>For example, integrating a building automation system with an IoT platform can enable the collection and analysis of data from a wide range of building systems and devices, allowing for more efficient and effective building management.</p>



<p>Overall, building automation systems play a crucial role in the operation and management of buildings. These systems can provide numerous benefits, improve facility security, include energy savings, improve comfort and safety, and increase the overall efficiency of building systems. </p>



<p>Building managers and facility managers can use these systems to ensure the smooth and efficient operation of their building, ultimately leading to a better experience for building occupants.</p>
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<h2 class="wp-block-heading">What is the NFPA?</h2>



<p>The <a href="https://www.nfpa.org">National Fire Protection Association</a> (NFPA) is a non-profit organization that works across the country to promote fire and life safety. The NFPA does this by developing and publishing codes and standards that are used throughout the United States to help prevent and mitigate the effects of fires.</p>



<p>Founded in 1896, the NFPA has since grown to become one of the leading organizations in the field of fire safety. The NFPA's codes and standards play a big part in actively promoting fire safety for a wide range of industries.</p>



<p>The NFPA’s codes and standards are developed through a consensus-based process that involves input from a wide range of stakeholders, including members of the public, industry experts, and government officials.</p>



<p>Through this process, the NFPA ensures that the codes and standards they publish reflect the latest research and best practices.</p>



<p>The NFPA offers a number of different codes and standards that cover a wide range of topics related to fire safety, including fire prevention, fire protection, and emergency response.</p>



<p>Some of the most commonly-known codes developed by the NFPA include the <a href="https://www.nfpa.org/codes-and-standards/all-codes-and-standards/list-of-codes-and-standards/detail?code=70">National Electrical Code</a>, the <a href="https://www.nfpa.org/codes-and-standards/all-codes-and-standards/list-of-codes-and-standards/detail?code=101">Life Safety Code</a>, and the <a href="https://www.nfpa.org/codes-and-standards/all-codes-and-standards/list-of-codes-and-standards/detail?code=1">National Fire Codes</a>. These codes and standards are widely used by fire safety professionals, building code officials, construction contractors, and others to help ensure the safety of buildings and other structures.</p>



<p>In addition to developing codes and standards, the NFPA also provides a number of other services and resources to support fire safety. </p>



<p>These include training and education programs, technical support, and research and development. The NFPA also works with a network of partners and affiliates around the world to promote fire and life safety on a global scale.</p>
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<p></p>



<h2 class="wp-block-heading">What is NFPA 110?</h2>



<p>NFPA 110, also known as the <a href="https://www.nfpa.org/codes-and-standards/all-codes-and-standards/list-of-codes-and-standards/detail?code=110">Standard for Emergency and Standby Power Systems</a>, is a document published by the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) that provides guidelines and requirements for the proper installation and maintenance of emergency and standby power systems.</p>



<p>These systems are essential for ensuring the safety and functionality of critical infrastructure, such as hospitals, airports, and data centers, in the event of a power outage or other emergency.</p>



<p>These power systems include equipment such as generator sets, circuit breaker, transfer switches, control panels, remote equipment, and more. </p>



<p>Emergency power systems are designed to provide temporary power to a facility during an outage or other emergency situation, while standby power systems are intended to provide a continuous source of power in the event of a primary power loss.</p>



<p>Both types of systems are essential for ensuring the safety and functionality of critical infrastructure, as well as protecting the people and property within those facilities.</p>



<p>According to NFPA 110, all emergency and standby power systems must be properly sized and installed to meet the specific needs of the facility where they are being used. This includes taking into account the potential load on the system, as well as the duration and frequency of power outages in the area.</p>



<p>In addition, the standard requires that these <a href="https://doh.wa.gov/licenses-permits-and-certificates/facilities-z/hospitals/fire-life-safety">systems be tested regularly</a> to ensure they are functioning properly and can provide the necessary power when needed.</p>



<p>NFPA 110 is updated every three years, with the latest revisions being published in 2022. These frequent updates keep the standards up-to-date and reflecting the latest technologies used in emergency and standby power systems. </p>
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<p></p>



<h2 class="wp-block-heading">The Importance of Maintenance and Regular Testing</h2>



<p>One of the key components of NFPA 110 is the requirement for regular maintenance and testing of emergency and standby power systems.</p>



<p>This includes periodic inspections and annual testing of the system itself, regular maintenance of the equipment that make up the system, as well as the proper handling and storage of fuel for these systems. </p>



<p>This is essential for ensuring that the system is able to provide power when needed, as well as for identifying and addressing any potential issues before they become major problems.</p>
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<p><a href="https://axi-international.com/diesel-fuel-testing-for-cleanliness-or-contamination/">Fuel testing</a> is an important part of ensuring the smooth operation of mission critical facilities. These facilities rely on a steady supply of fuel to power their critical systems and keep them running.</p>



<p>Without regular fuel testing, it is difficult to know if the fuel being used is of the right quality and composition, and this can <a href="https://axi-international.com/the-effects-of-diesel-fuel-contamination/">lead to a number of problems</a>.</p>



<p>Over time, fuel can degrade and lose some of its key properties, such as its ability to burn cleanly and efficiently. This can lead to reduced power output, increased emissions, and damage to critical equipment.</p>



<p>Critical component damage can render the system inoperable, which can seriously impact the facilities relying on these emergency power systems. </p>



<p>By regularly testing the fuel, it is possible to detect and remove any contaminants before they cause any problems, helping to ensure that the facility can continue to operate at peak efficiency.</p>



<h2 class="wp-block-heading">Maintaining Mission Critical Reliability</h2>



<p>The importance of NFPA 110 lies in its ability to help protect against the potential dangers of power outages and other emergency situations.</p>



<p>In a hospital, for example, the loss of power could have serious consequences for patients who rely on life-support equipment. In a data center, a power outage could cause the loss of valuable data and disrupt critical operations.</p>



<p>By setting minimum <a href="https://www.csemag.com/articles/designing-generator-systems">requirements for the design, installation, maintenance, and testing of emergency and standby power systems</a>, NFPA 110 helps to ensure that these systems are reliable and capable of providing power when needed.</p>



<p>Overall, NFPA is a crucial standard for ensuring the reliability and safety of emergency and standby power systems.</p>



<p>By following the requirements of the standard, facilities can protect critical equipment and maintain essential services in the event of a power outage or other emergency.</p>
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}());
</script>
<script id="rocket_lazyload_css-js-extra">
var rocket_lazyload_css_data = {"threshold":"300"};
</script>
<script id="rocket_lazyload_css-js-after">
!function o(n,c,a){function s(t,e){if(!c[t]){if(!n[t]){var r="function"==typeof require&&require;if(!e&&r)return r(t,!0);if(u)return u(t,!0);throw(r=new Error("Cannot find module '"+t+"'")).code="MODULE_NOT_FOUND",r}r=c[t]={exports:{}},n[t][0].call(r.exports,function(e){return s(n[t][1][e]||e)},r,r.exports,o,n,c,a)}return c[t].exports}for(var u="function"==typeof require&&require,e=0;e<a.length;e++)s(a[e]);return s}({1:[function(e,t,r){"use strict";!function(){const r="undefined"==typeof rocket_pairs?[]:rocket_pairs,e="undefined"==typeof rocket_excluded_pairs?[]:rocket_excluded_pairs;e.map(t=>{var e=t.selector;const r=document.querySelectorAll(e);r.forEach(e=>{e.setAttribute("data-rocket-lazy-bg-".concat(t.hash),"excluded")})});const o=document.querySelector("#wpr-lazyload-bg-container");var t=rocket_lazyload_css_data.threshold||300;const n=new IntersectionObserver(e=>{e.forEach(t=>{if(t.isIntersecting){const e=r.filter(e=>t.target.matches(e.selector));e.map(t=>{var e;t&&((e=document.createElement("style")).textContent=t.style,o.insertAdjacentElement("afterend",e),t.elements.forEach(e=>{n.unobserve(e),e.setAttribute("data-rocket-lazy-bg-".concat(t.hash),"loaded")}))})}})},{rootMargin:t+"px"});function c(){0<(0<arguments.length&&void 0!==arguments[0]?arguments[0]:[]).length&&r.forEach(t=>{try{const e=document.querySelectorAll(t.selector);e.forEach(e=>{"loaded"!==e.getAttribute("data-rocket-lazy-bg-".concat(t.hash))&&"excluded"!==e.getAttribute("data-rocket-lazy-bg-".concat(t.hash))&&(n.observe(e),(t.elements||(t.elements=[])).push(e))})}catch(e){console.error(e)}})}c();const a=function(){const o=window.MutationObserver;return function(e,t){if(e&&1===e.nodeType){const r=new o(t);return r.observe(e,{attributes:!0,childList:!0,subtree:!0}),r}}}();t=document.querySelector("body"),a(t,c)}()},{}]},{},[1]);
//# sourceMappingURL=lazyload-css.min.js.map
</script>
<script id="wpcf7cf-scripts-js-extra">
var wpcf7cf_global_settings = {"ajaxurl":"https:\/\/axi-international.com\/wp-admin\/admin-ajax.php"};
</script>
<script   src="https://axi-international.com/wp-content/plugins/cf7-conditional-fields/js/scripts.js?ver=2.4.8" id="wpcf7cf-scripts-js"></script>
<script   src="https://axi-international.com/wp-content/plugins/wpcf7-recaptcha/assets/js/wpcf7-recaptcha-controls.js?ver=1.2" id="wpcf7-recaptcha-controls-js"></script>
<script id="google-recaptcha-js-extra">
var wpcf7iqfix = {"recaptcha_empty":"Please verify that you are not a robot.","response_err":"wpcf7-recaptcha: Could not verify reCaptcha response."};
</script>
<script   src="https://www.google.com/recaptcha/api.js?hl=en_US&amp;onload=recaptchaCallback&amp;render=explicit&amp;ver=2.0" id="google-recaptcha-js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" id="ct-footer-js"></script><script type="text/javascript">
window.addEventListener("load", function(event) {
jQuery(".cfx_form_main,.wpcf7-form,.wpforms-form,.gform_wrapper form").each(function(){
var form=jQuery(this); 
var screen_width=""; var screen_height="";
 if(screen_width == ""){
 if(screen){
   screen_width=screen.width;  
 }else{
     screen_width=jQuery(window).width();
 }    }  
  if(screen_height == ""){
 if(screen){
   screen_height=screen.height;  
 }else{
     screen_height=jQuery(window).height();
 }    }
form.append('<input type="hidden" name="vx_width" value="'+screen_width+'">');
form.append('<input type="hidden" name="vx_height" value="'+screen_height+'">');
form.append('<input type="hidden" name="vx_url" value="'+window.location.href+'">');  
}); 

});
</script> 
<script type="text/javascript"> var swp_nonce = "3f3b05e7d9";function parentIsEvil() { var html = null; try { var doc = top.location.pathname; } catch(err){ }; if(typeof doc === "undefined") { return true } else { return false }; }; if (parentIsEvil()) { top.location = self.location.href; };var url = "https://axi-international.com/nfpa-110-critically-important/";if(url.indexOf("stfi.re") != -1) { var canonical = ""; var links = document.getElementsByTagName("link"); for (var i = 0; i < links.length; i ++) { if (links[i].getAttribute("rel") === "canonical") { canonical = links[i].getAttribute("href")}}; canonical = canonical.replace("?sfr=1", "");top.location = canonical; console.log(canonical);};var swpFloatBeforeContent = false; var swp_ajax_url = "https://axi-international.com/wp-admin/admin-ajax.php";var swpClickTracking = false;</script><script>window.lazyLoadOptions=[{elements_selector:"img[data-lazy-src],.rocket-lazyload",data_src:"lazy-src",data_srcset:"lazy-srcset",data_sizes:"lazy-sizes",class_loading:"lazyloading",class_loaded:"lazyloaded",threshold:300,callback_loaded:function(element){if(element.tagName==="IFRAME"&&element.dataset.rocketLazyload=="fitvidscompatible"){if(element.classList.contains("lazyloaded")){if(typeof window.jQuery!="undefined"){if(jQuery.fn.fitVids){jQuery(element).parent().fitVids()}}}}}},{elements_selector:".rocket-lazyload",data_src:"lazy-src",data_srcset:"lazy-srcset",data_sizes:"lazy-sizes",class_loading:"lazyloading",class_loaded:"lazyloaded",threshold:300,}];window.addEventListener('LazyLoad::Initialized',function(e){var lazyLoadInstance=e.detail.instance;if(window.MutationObserver){var observer=new MutationObserver(function(mutations){var image_count=0;var iframe_count=0;var rocketlazy_count=0;mutations.forEach(function(mutation){for(var i=0;i<mutation.addedNodes.length;i++){if(typeof mutation.addedNodes[i].getElementsByTagName!=='function'){continue}
if(typeof mutation.addedNodes[i].getElementsByClassName!=='function'){continue}
images=mutation.addedNodes[i].getElementsByTagName('img');is_image=mutation.addedNodes[i].tagName=="IMG";iframes=mutation.addedNodes[i].getElementsByTagName('iframe');is_iframe=mutation.addedNodes[i].tagName=="IFRAME";rocket_lazy=mutation.addedNodes[i].getElementsByClassName('rocket-lazyload');image_count+=images.length;iframe_count+=iframes.length;rocketlazy_count+=rocket_lazy.length;if(is_image){image_count+=1}
if(is_iframe){iframe_count+=1}}});if(image_count>0||iframe_count>0||rocketlazy_count>0){lazyLoadInstance.update()}});var b=document.getElementsByTagName("body")[0];var config={childList:!0,subtree:!0};observer.observe(b,config)}},!1)</script><script data-no-minify="1" async src="https://axi-international.com/wp-content/plugins/wp-rocket/assets/js/lazyload/17.8.3/lazyload.min.js"></script><!-- /WP_FOOTER --> 
</body>
</html>

